
Experience the time-saving revolution of
managing admin rights for your organization
securely from one hub.
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Thor AdminPrivilegeTM

Our centralized admin rights management solution will make sure system
admins can safely grant privileges to network users with more control
and ease.  

Therefore, tracking the escalation
and de-escalation of admin rights
as well as the files executed over
the escalation window are essential
necessities for a fully secured
network. 

This will help discover potential data
breaches faster and ensure better
compliance to data protection legislation.  

Partner:

Microsoft

Take care of your employees and network admins’ time: 

Cybersecurity breaches caused by insider
threats amount to

- Ponemon Institute

- DigitalCommerce360

$8.76 MILLION
PER YEAR

The average cost of a data breach for an
impacted company is

$3.86 MILLION
WORLDWIDE

$7.91 MILLION
IN THE U.S.

- Ponemon Institute

Time it takes organisations to detect a
data breach is

196 DAYS
ON AVERAGE

- Forrester

The misuse of privileged credentials is
involved in over

80% OF DATA
BREACHES

are concerned about unintentional insider
cyberattacks.
- CyberSecurity Insiders Report

51% OF COMPANIES
WORLDWIDE

Main Features and Specs 

Insider threat is the biggest liability of medium and large companies, so removing admin rights from regular
users is essential. 

Cybersecurity breaches most
often than not are caused by
people, intentionally or
unintentionally 

Admin rights tend to be hard to
remove in case of a security
incident.
Until system administrators
access the  device, directly or
indirectly, the harm can already
be done, especially if the machine
is taken over by malware. 

Security breaches caused by
insiders are hard to detect by
system admins who lack a
centralized view of each 
endpoint’s activity and
permissions use. 

Fast-track all admin rights grant and
removal processes 

Maintain a centralized control and overview
over endpoints’ admin privileges

Keep a full audit trail of escalated
admin rights and files executed

Escalate or deny admin rights on the go,
from mobile 

More time saved for sys admins,
central overview, granular control,
and an advanced security for your
entire IT network.
 
All in a lightweight and easy to use
network permissions management
system which both admins and regular
users will love.

Heimdal AdminPrivilege™:

From the AdminPrivilege™ dashboard tab or on mobile, system administrators will be able to view what
permissions the users in their organization are asking for and grant (or deny) their requests for a set time
window.  

A secure solution for managing user rights safely and easily

Even though Heimdal AdminPrivilege™ is available as a stand-alone product, it works perfectly alongside
our cybersecurity suite in order to boost your EDR security to new heights. For instance, if you run
Thor Foresight Enterprise (or Thor Premium Enterprise), then admins can choose to block elevation of rights
for the endpoint if it has suspicious behavior – this is a unique item that only AdminPrivilege™ can do.  

The perfect complement to your other cybersecurity protective measures

Heimdal AdminPrivilege™ benefits from the latest trends in cutting-edge technologies for companies and
organizations. 

Modular, scalable, and centralized



Can remove administrative rights
and manage them case by case

Prevent privilege abuse and data
breaches due to human error

Allow admins to discover breaches
faster

Eliminate the time waste of manual
enabling and disabling of rights

Document the history of each
endpoint much better, securing it
against exploits
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Contact us at

+45 7199 9177

corpsupport@heimdalsecurity.com
or

By using AdminPrivilegeTM, you:  

Easy to use by both users and system administrators

Full audit trail and faster detection of potential data breach:

Offer your system administrators
the gift of more time and a more
secure control, with a granular
overview and easy to manage 
permissions for all endpoints across
the organizations.

Offer yourself a better protection against
all insider threat, social engineering and

data breach risks.  

Thus, it is both modular (works together with our cybersecurity suite or as a stand-alone), scalable (add more
endpoints to the system as you need them) and centralized (easy to keep track of each endpoint’s history of
access level requests).

With Heimdal AdminPrivilege™, it’s much easier for you and your users to handle software installations,
without compromising security by granting everyone full rights. Users will get their rights & installs much 
faster, and admins will be able to approve or disprove requests even on mobile if they’re on the go.  

The Admin Privilege™ dashboard allows you to easily check the log of escalation rights for each endpoint, as
well as a log of files executed by the user while rights were escalated. Thus, you will have better incident
prevention, detection and reporting.

Protection against insider threat

Faster detection of data breaches

Ability to cancel granted privileges at any time

Approve/Deny escalation via the Heimdal Dashboard

Approve/Deny via mobile app, from any remote location

Pre-approval of escalation (Auto-pilot mode)

Full Audit trail

Simple Group Policy Setup

Ability to select period of privilege grant

Ability to grant privileges for specific files and installers

Deny/de-escalate privileges on infected machines*

Easy user elevation whenever needed

Pending escalation overview

Centralized admin rights escalation/de-escalation

Features Thor

AdminPrivilege

Manually

escalating rights

Granting default

admin rights

Empower your system admins and 
liberate

No more time wasted on manual enabling
and disabling of rights, or on having to go
to each user endpoint for installing
software or updating it manually. 

Use the power of cutting-edge 
technology.

The software allows the valuable
intelligence gathered by the
code-autonomous protection modules to
be fed back into the included next-gen
Antivirus.

Why choose
Heimdal AdminPrivilege™? 

*Based on intelligence provided by Thor Vigilance, if installed.

Get in touch today to get your next-
level permissions management
system, AdminPrivilege™, and secure
your endpoints while making life
easier for your admins. 


